Classic Stone
Classic Stone Limited, a New Zealand owned
company (established in 2000) is renowned for
the high quality, authentic stone veneer products
that it manufactures for both the residential and
commercial markets nationwide.
Classic Stone’s inspiration has come from the
beautiful natural stone found throughout New
Zealand. From the first settlers to this very day,
the timeless and unique qualities of stone have
long been desired. It is with great pride that
Classic Stone brings to you our manufactured
stone veneer profiles.
These profiles bring a level of authenticity that is
second to none. This is achieved firstly by moulding
directly from the finest of New Zealand’s natural
stone e.g. Central Otago schist and Canterbury
river stone. This enables us to accurately
reproduce natural stone textures onto our
individual stones. Secondly, Classic Stone has
developed its own unique colouring system which

allows us to replicate the beautiful and intricate
colour tones of New Zealand stone with incredible
detail and realism. In fact the final reproductions of
colours and textures are so real it is difficult to tell
the difference from natural stone. It is not enough
for our stone to look good from afar; we believe it
also has to withstand the closest scrutiny.
Our ability and dedication to reproduce these
timeless qualities, has seen Classic Stone become
the premium stone veneer system in New Zealand.
The Classic Stone veneers are ideal for new and
existing homes, yet also very suitable for
commercial market applications such as hotels,
wineries and resorts. This strong durable veneer
can also be used for landscaped applications,
from retainer walls through to planter bins and
entrance ways. Whether it be indoors or out, the
stone is both easy and fast to install, and being so
lightweight means there is no need for additional
supports such as footings or wall ties.

Why do people choose Classic Stone?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A tried and proven product that can
be trusted
A cost-effective solution
Creates a home of distinction and
character
Unique colouring system created
specifically to match NZ stone
High level of quality and authenticity
bringing incredible realism
Individual stones (not panels)
Speed of installation
Very low maintenance
Installation service available by local installers
Independently appraised - meets the
requirements of the NZ Building Code
15-year product warranty

Please visit our web site www.classicstone.co.nz to view the
Classic Stone range and the innovative
ways in which our product can be used.
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The Mountain Shale profile brings together all the qualities of its
natural mountain stone counterpart; rugged with deep undulations,
and sharp edges with irregular shapes. It is an overall deeper
profile with a strong character. The shape of the profile has a lineal
orientation with an average thickness of 45mm. Colours: Tarras, Grey
Rust, Central Brown, Wanaka Blend, Alpine Grey.
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The Colonial Schist profile presents the random
and rugged edges that are typical of traditional
New Zealand schist. The textures have been
moulded directly from native schist of the Central
South Island, and the colours have been developed
specifically to match those subtle shades found in
stone around the region.
The Colonial Schist profile comes in a variety of
shapes and sizes, with stone length ranging from
100 to 450mm, with the average thickness
being 30mm.
Colours: Tarras, Queenstown Grey, Central Brown,
Wanaka Blend, Alpine Grey.
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High Country Boulder
The High Country Boulder profile has large randomly shaped
stones with rough uneven textures, that makes an impressive rustic
statement. It is ideally suited for applications such as feature walls,
fire places, outdoor patio/entertainment areas, perimeter walls and
fencing. The stone in this profile comes in a variety of shapes and
sizes, with the average thickness being 45mm.
Colours: Tarras, Grey Rust.
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Southern Ledgestone
The Southern Ledgestone profile incorporates all the rustic textures
and colours found in our beautiful New Zealand schist, and portrays
these in a modern ledgestone profile that is very popular with new
homes across the country. The average thickness is 30mm, with stone
length ranging from 100 to 450mm.
Colours: Tarras, Wanaka Blend, Queenstown Grey, Alpine Grey.
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Southern Alps - MasterFit
Our Southern Alps profile is our latest innovation
and is similar to the Southern Ledgestone profile
as it also has a ledgestone layout, but with two
unique differences; the addition of some larger
feature stones and MasterFit.
The MasterFit system is the latest in installation
methods that enables the installer to very
quickly install stone without any loss of quality
or authenticity. The efficiency of the system
often brings a considerable saving in labour
costs to the client. The average thickness is 30mm,
with stone length ranging from 100 to 400mm.
Colours: Tarras, Wanaka Blend, Queenstown Grey.
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River Stone
The River Stone profile is moulded directly from
stones collected from our very own South Island
rivers, and has all the variations you would expect
from a river stone: smooth in overall texture yet
with lines and crevasses, and predominantly grey,
but also with off-shades such as fawns and browns.
The stone in this profile comes in a variety of
shapes and sizes (typically of a round nature) with
the average thickness being 35mm.

Canterbury River

The Canterbury River profile is part of the River Stone
range and has been created for those who would
prefer an overall smaller and longer river stone look,
which is installed in a modern lineal style.
The stone in this profile comes in a variety of
shapes and sizes (typically of a lineal nature) with
the average thickness being 30mm.

Trim Products
Capping Stones
The perfect way to finish walls, these cappers have
a rustic appearance that also makes them great for
hearths, sills and many other applications.

Bevelled Sill Stone
These are often used for windowsills, and to
distinguish between different cladding types.
400 x 100mm or
400 x 60mm

135, 185, 235, 285
mm widths, with
varied lengths

Tiles
The natural slate texture and colours make these
the perfect complement for your stone work.

Corner Stones
Our corner stones bring stone
walls to life. They add depth,
detail and realism, to fireplaces,
columns and walls.

Sill Stones
A really smart looking slate texture makes this
stone suitable for everything from columns to
sill details.

Pillar Caps
These have a strong schist texture along the edges
to give it a natural slab stone effect.
530 x 530mm or
685 x 685mm

500 x 200 mm
wide + random
lengths

Due to variation in lighting conditions, colour shades may vary between images and physical product.
For detailed information on these products please refer to our website –
www.classicstone.co.nz

Interior
Interior designers love the way they can now use
the beauty and character of stone to transform a
living space.
With lightweight profiles and the best colours
and textures in the industry, the possibilities are
endless. Popular choices with our clients are:
fireplaces, breakfast bars and feature walls, often
used with down lighting, to create that special look.
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Product Information
Product Description
Classic Stone products are intended for interior
and exterior non-structural use, as a medium weight veneer
facing, on approved masonry surfaces (e.g. BGC Fibre cement
sheet - 7.5mm Stonesheet, concrete block, brick and concrete
tilt-up panel) for architectural aesthetics.
Colour Retention
Classic Stone uses a unique two-stage colour process to
give durability and quality to its colouring. In order to keep
your stone in excellent condition, we recommend resealing.
Please contact Classic Stone for details.
Installation Instructions/Drawings
Installation instructions and PDF/DWG drawings can be
downloaded from the Technical page on the Classic Stone website.
Classic Stone Appraisal
The fully independent appraisal (copy available from the
Classic Stone web site) certifies that the Classic Stone
cladding system complies with the requirements of the NZ
Building Code, giving the architect, builder and home owner
confidence in specifying Classic Stone.

Warranty
Classic Stone provides a 15 year limited product warranty on
its decorative veneer products, providing the
installation was performed according to the Classic Stone
appraisal and specifications.
This 15 year limited product warranty does not cover
installation or any damage due to incorrect installation,
accident, misuse, abuse or negligence including:
• Settlement of the building or other walls or foundation
movement.
• Discolouration or damage due to contact with
chemicals, paint, and staining.
• Water blasting.
• Not following the management and maintenance
requirements.
The Classic Stone product warranty can be provided upon
request, through installers, after all relevant documentation
from the installer has been received by Classic Stone.
Clients are advised to request installation warranties from
their installer via a producer statement.

For further viewing:
www.classicstone.co.nz
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Contact us:
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